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Babcock &Wilcox
Power Generafen Group

P.O. Box 1260, Lynctiburg, Va. 24505

Telephone: (804) 384.-5111

May 20, 1980 g g g., g g

Mr. Victor Stello, Jr.
Director
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Re: Your letter dated April 10, 1980

Dear Mr. Stello:

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.201, I am enclosing the Babcock
and Wilcox Reply to the Notice of Noncompliance which was
attached,as Appendix A to your letter referenced above,.along
with a statement of the actions which B&W has taken to address
the matters raised in the Notice. B&W denies each of the
alleged items of noncompliance contained in the Notice of
Noncompliance. Nevertheless, B&W believes that proceedings
under 10 CFR 2.205 would be time-consuming, expensive, and
needlessly divert critical personnel and resources. Accord-
ingly, I am enclosing a check, in payment for Items 2 and 3
only, for the total amount indicated in the Notice of Pro-
posed Imposition of Civil Penalties.

Very truly yours,

h'. E .f
/

D Guilbert
Vice President and General Manager
Nuclear Power Generation Division

DEG/jck

Enclosures

-
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BABCOCK & WILCOX REPLY TO NRC
NOTICE OF NONCOMPLIANCE DATED' APRIL 10, 1980

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.201 and the instructions
contained in the NRC Notice of Noncompliance dated April 10,
1980, Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) hereby files its written statement-
or explanation in reply to each of the alleged items of non-
compliance. In what follows, B&W will: 1) admit or deny each
alleged item of noncompliance, and 2) address actions which
have been or will be taken which are appropriate to the matters
raised in the Notice.
I. ADMISSION OR DENIAL

B&W denies each of the four alleged items of non-
compliance.

.*

II. ACTIONS

The Notice of Noncompliance required that B&W provide
(3) the corrective steps which have been taken and the results
achieved, (4) the corrective steps which will be taken to avoid
further noncompliance, and (5) the date when full compliance
will be achieved. As noted previously, B&W does not believe
that any noncompliance has occurred. Nevertheless, B&W had
previously instituted a series of actions and is continuing to
address matters such as those raised by NRC in the Notice of
Noncompliance. Actions have been and will be taken which are:
1) generic, and 2) appropriate to the specific matters raised
in the Notice of Noncompliance. In what follows the generic
actions, as well as the specific actions taken whi;h are
appropriate to the matters raised in the Notice vill be described.

A. Generic Actions

During the summer of 1979, B&W initiated an intensive
review of NPG-1707-01, B&W's internal procedure for the processing
of safety concerns (PSC) which implements the requirements of
10 CFR Part 21. This review cul'lnated in the issuance of
Revisions 7 and 8 to NPG-1707-01, dated November 20, 1979 and
April 1, 1980 respectively, which are designed to improve the
over-all effectiveness of this procedure and more sharply define
its purpose and applicability. More specifically, these revisions
will provide additional assurance that any safety concerns raised
by B&W employees will be reported and processed in accordance with

; B&W's Part 21 procedures, regardless of the form in which these
; concerns originally arise. These revisions, inter alia, specify

tis contents of any evaluations pursuant to the.PSC procedure and
contain action-forcing provisions which ensure that appropriate
followup actions will be taken with respact to each safety concern
which is reported. Copies of these revisions are enclosed as
Attachments 1 and 2.

|
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Further, on April 10, 1980, the Managers of all
i cognizant departments within the B&W Nuclear Power Generation

Division (NPGD) issued Management Directive,205 T4.4 assigning3

! priorities for the pr'ocessing of safety concerns within NPGD,
establishing evaluation time limits, and insuring appropriate
notification of customers with respect to safety concerns being-

.
>

! processed by B&W. The issuance of this management directive is
a further step in the continuing commitment by B&W management to

. monitor the PSC process and insure that evaluations will be con-
i ducted and accion taken in a timely manner. A copy of this *

management directive is enclosed as Attachment 3. .

'

On December 12 and 14, 1979, the Licensing Section,

also conducted. training sessions.for all NPGD employees to re->

emphasize the purpose and scope of the PSC procedure, to explain'

the availability of this system for implementing safety concerns
and to encourage the use of this procedure by all employees.,

These formal training sessions, which included presentations by.

senior B&W management, will be supplemented from time to time by
workshops on specific safety subjects. Finally-, the PSC system

; has been,.and will continue to be, audited on a regular basis by
B&W Quality Assurance and licensing personnel and B&W's utility

; customers, as well as the NRC, in order to continually monitor
the performance of this system, measure compliance with the:

j requirements of Part 21 and make any additional revisions which
may be necessary or appr,opriate.

. -

f
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B. Specific Actions
'

i
: Item 1
,

1

j B&W has undertaken a series of actions designed to
improve the capability of operators to manage transients.
Additional guidance designed to preclude operators from in-!

terrupting high pressure safety injection in the event of-a '

small break LOCA was promulgated by NRC and B&W by April 4,
1979, following the TMI-2 incident. B&W, in cooperation with

| NRC, then established special training progams for operators
i dealing with this phenomenon. B&W subsequently embarked on
; an extensive re-analysis of small break LOCA's with emphasist on scenarios related to'the TMI-2 sequence of events. This

effort enhanced the understanding within the industry and NRC.,

lyf small break LOCA performance and resulted in the promulgation;

of a series of additional operating guidelines for small break
LOCA's. The operator response in connection with the Crystal
River incident would suggest that these programs have been
effective and'that;the operating guidelines for small break
LOCA's have been successfully implemented at operating plants.
The ongoing' review of the Crystal River incident resulted in-

NRC Staff recommendations to reassess.certain elements of the
l.sma l break' guidelines, an endorsement of B&W efforts to develop4

'

abnormal-transient operating guidelines (ATOG), and a recommen-
dation of full utility support for the ATOG program. T'ese
longer-term efforts should further improve the capabili- of

ioperators'to manage transients.-
q
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Item 2'

i This item is applicable only to Davis-Besse. Analyses
for small break LOCA's using an auxiliaty feedwater (AFW) level,

, control of 10 feet for the Davis-Bes'.e plant were reviewed in
! December of 1978. This review led co the conclusion that such

a condition would not result in a significant departure in
expected performance from the cases previously analyzed with:

'

B&W's NRC-approved evaluation model (less than 20*F. peak
cladding temperature increase relative to the 32 foot case).4

Subsequent analysis in B&W's May 7, 1979 submittal to NRC :

confirmed B&W's initial judgment that the 10 foot control level,
] ccabined with the high auxiliary feedwater injection point at

Davis-Besse, was consistent with the heat transfer assumption>

presented in the NRC-approved LOCA evaluation model.
j

Item 3

An analysis of small break LOCA's on B&W plants with
reactor coolant pumps running was performed during January of
1979. These analyses and subsequent analyses confirmed B&W's
initial judgment that the pumps running case would not represent

| a limiting or unacceptable case from the standpoint of peak
'

cladding temperature.

<

9

I$ should be noted that at t'e time that the allegedh
i item arose, the basic assumption throughout the industry and
i

NRC was that the effects of small break LOCA's would be bounded! by the pumps-off case and that the pumps-off case was the
! appropriate case for analyses of small break LOCA's. In this

regard, it had been assumed that the pumps would either continue; running or remain off throughout the LOCA. During the spring
and summer of 1979, B&W's extended analysis of small break LOCA:

behavior resulted in the identification of system thermal hydraulic
conditions which gave rise to a separate concern over interruption
of reactor coolant pump operation in a time frame after initiationof a LOCA. This, in turn, was promptly identified to the NRC and
resulted in generic requirements from NRC applicable to all PWR's
which are designed to insure that reactor coolant pumps.are tripped
at the outset of conditions which indicate a small break LOCA.

Item 44

!
'

With the completion of the extensive small break LOCA
analysis documented in B&W's May 7, 1979 submittal to NRC (see:hapter 6 and the Appendix thereto), B&W has confirmed itsinitial judgment that there are no outstanding issues raised
in the Michelson Report on small break LOCA's.

t
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III. CONCLUSION

B&W realizes that the effectiveness of any procedure
designed to identify, evaluate, and resolve safety concerns may
be strongly dependent upon management commitments and attitudes
regarding such a procedure. During the past year, B&W has taken
a number of significant steps designed to further enhance employee
awareness of this procedure. B&W is committed to improving the
use of its procedure and encouraging individual employees to
initiate the procedure whenever they feel it is appropriate to do
so. B&W e.grees with the Staff that a company cannot ask for un-
evaluated suspicions that an item is a safety matter. In the
context of Part 21, a company must, however, rely upon the judg-
ment, awareness, and expertise of the individual engineer to
initially distinguish the undefined safety question from the
substantial safety hazard, and also assure that the quality of
evaluations conducted by the company is high. The timeliness of
evaluations warrants particular effort, and B&W has taken manage-
ment action to control and expedite the evaluation process. As
noted previously, B&W has established goals for continuous measure-
ment of performance in evaluations. Moreover, B&W has increased
the frequency of internal audits to reinforce the need for timely
evaluation and identify appropriate action.

B&W recognizes the importance of the matters addressed
in the Notice of Noncompliance. Needless to say, it has been
profoundly influenced by the TMI experience. From senior manage-
ment-to the individual engineer, B&W and its employees continue
to be committed to improving the safety of its product and learning
the lessons of TMI.

.
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~' C 36M A'' THE BABC0CK $ 8 TLC 0x CCre ANY
ADMINISTRATIVE MANUAL

POLICIES AllD PROCEDURES NUMBER

NPG-1707-01 (Rev 7)
O' SECTloN SUBJECT

. QUALITY STANDARDS-

PROCESSING 0F SAFETY CONCERNS

'

I '. APPLICABILITY
' '

COMPLETE REVISION

ALL NPGD PERSONNEL

II. PURPOSE

To provide an orderly and visible process for identifying, evaluating and
initiating the resolution of safety concerns related to or affecting fiPGD-
supplied components, systems and services.

To assure compliance with NRC regulations (e.g., 10CFR21, 10CFR50, etc.).

III. EFFECTIVITY

All safety concerns identified after the issue date of this procedure.
Safety concerns identified prior to the issue date of this procedure may
be processed in accordance with this procedure.

IV. REFERENCES

NPG-1703-01 - Preparation and Processing of Internal Deficiency Reoort/
Restraint Order / Corrective Action Request

1716-Al - Policy for Reporting of Defects and Noncompliance as Required
by 10CFR21

V. FORMS PROCESSED (See Forms Section Manual)

BWNP-20208 - Preliminary Report of Safety Concerns (PSC)

VI. GENERAL

A. If guidance in interpretation of the following definition or other
aspects of the procedure is needed, consult with Licensing.

8. The general def'inition of a safety concern as used in this procedure is:

Any item which has been discovered during design, analysis, fabrication,
installation, testing, inspection, training, and operations activities
of a nuclear power plant and which has or may have safety implications.

C. P.eporting of safety concerns to the customer or the NRC is not required
if NPGD Licensing has documented evidence that the concern is adequately
known to the affected NPGD customers in the case of potential significant
deficiencies, or is adequately known to the NRC in the case of potential
substantial safety hazards.

.D. Recurrence of a previously reported safety concern shall be reported asg
t a new safety concern.
I

4 REV STATUS Rev J7i/ 717_l? 7 l I I I | |
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G3 )$900 1 THE BABCTCK d clLC0x CCMPANY
ADMIf11 STR ATI VE MNJUAL

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
NUMBER

NPG-1707-01 [u v i
V g

VI. GENERAL (cont'd)
-

E. Once a PSC is issued, the originator may rescind it by documenting the
basis in a memo to the Manager, Licensing, and attaching supporting docu-
mentation as necessary. The originator's manager shall indicate concur-
rence on the memo. Appropriate action shall be taken by the Manager,
Licensing.

VII. RESPONSIBILITIES FOR REPORTING

All NPGD personnel are responsible for originating form BWNP-20208 when they
discover potential safety concerns that are suspected of falling within the
definition given in Section VI.B. above.

VIII. PROCEDURE

Refer to flowchart, Exhibit A, for the procedure to process safety concerns.

,
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rd. 5 t H S - l THE 8*.8C0CK & CILCOM CCMPANY
*

ADMINISTRATIVC MANUAi.
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES NUMBER

NPG-1707-01
, , , ,

EXHIBIT "A"
PeMt$514 Ce Saftfe (CTreW$

(SEE ncf41)
PLC

ND I Upon efscoverf ag or receitfag a report of a potential safetyC0er cancern sospected of f allteg seten the eatinttion of Sectiony!.8
# of sne Procesore. ecua-e to- 9.v rezca. -Preiintury neport, , , , , , ,

of safety Concerns (PSC)*.g
I see.. .ita .nd ooiain P.rager s signature on fo in icating

@atlif accuracy and co pleteness of inforretton.
ASSURA*ict

PSC

PsC ,, a 5ftp ra

tevte. for adecuacys if necessary, reovest adottional lefer-4-
LICI"5M tien from ortstr.atse. See note 2. Assign Pac numoer ard Icg

in. Prepare ans sistethte co,er egno and infernation copy
h 3 Asette customer of poten. of PSC ts etstributton itstes in note 3.

Llal saf ety conceen if
$?t# 28P90Jtti reures of contract oc

*Ett custorge agreerent. Send As rewired, con =ene e4ette9(s). requestieg atteraance from
(fCCTION) ce;y of letter to P nager. the followleg persons:4

.- Liceostal. and secores
Center. a) Originator of PSC

b) Licensing Engineer atstgaat to Pandle safety ccacern
c) Project F.anagr491 fe Clion

$TtP 2Ar|
n

d) O,thers,.,a,s,ne,ces,sa,ry.,su,cm as,L,,ic,enstag Sec, tion rar.ager.
|

PSC y

(I ] tions Cuality Assurance.
g gg y 9, , g g g , ; ,,; , g, g g ,, , plant Integra.

Pur,ose o, the eeetin,:
a) Promote understandteg of concern
b) Deterstne scalicattitty of concern to coersting plant and

plants in construction

iTfPPC TI c) Ceterstne safety significance
| EVALLATIOM 8) Scope evaluation ar3 folic .wp action reevereeents (see fets 6)

istabits4 pri.itty for e<alvation of cor.cernAtPC#7
e)

tac 19 ding assiga-est of resronsibilities aet sche 1ule. Icen.COVit Pl$ =

tify leed organtratten resacastble for follow up actions.*g f) Determine funding retvirrents and sources
the Licenstne Instreer shall prepare a suarary of reetm;
results and distribute to attencees and those listed in feste 3.
Sftp 2q

ir a prepare follow-up Action catain inforntion from the ersantrations as ner.essary to
Pian (ru) (see note n as coestete the calvation.

tgag rewired by Steo 2. Obtain Deterwire whether or sat the ressrted safety concern is
ygg approval of FAP from managers rsportable under feceral regalations.

resocesiste for actions. ano
fr*,s P4 eater. Lice-stet. and If PSC ts not to lie etal.sted by OGO. forward safety concern
Project f'anagerent function. to custceer. as ee.'ed necessary. sta Project *4 eager function

7, Of strit'vte TAP to f ote 3 =It,n teeo to distribstion Itsted in 90te 4 (Procedure ends
her ,)dis tribut t on.

Provide information as Prepare evalwatton rest,rt and coter remo. Cistrit>vte in
acccccance with hate 3. See Acte a for content of report.neces:ary ta Licensisg for

evaluation repert. Doceent
progress as necessary alth
a final etsocsition to
ticenstag (Step 13) and
distrttration to those
listad in nste 3.

Y 8evie (f.7 to deterrine f f
Cuat!!e furtner actton is required

A55caract per '.PG.!?Q3 01. Aavise
Licensing of action taaen.

ir 6

" ' ^ " " "' I' ' I # I" "* "* 'U" "I* |of any suggestec'*c'"rrec'I *"# "'co"ttions and o''tre'r c'lart f tcations.RECIP! TNT 5
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C'J 3Oit -1 THC BABCOC'. & CilCCX COMPANY

AD*.t|NISTRATIVE MAW AL
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

---

NUMBER
NPG-1707-01

v. . r

EXHIBIT "A" (cont'd)
%.

I

OA
I (4tcAflonst paat

C04tt PU$ -
,, ? SitP 74

Patt4Ctt *
Incorporate covents er resolve with originator. Revise
evalwetten rekart. If reestred, and ottata concorrence

4 g LICNIC (signature on cover es o) frca Managers. Ovaitty Assursace
and Engireertal (see hate 5).

h Process and file. Determine reecrting strategy. i.e.. to ensa foreat. timing,
etc. If the safety concern is teentified as a:
1. Se, tant 641 Sa'et, Hrsr# fe* towtorvat. infer atfoa se

Services ;rieveret to na 4DD Gstver (iKF AZ) reporta)1e).
Promptiy proot?e geslwatsse report to the Olvision he d
sad appIlca',18 Project Parager tith copy to distributton
Itsted in hate 3 lf written confirmetts,n is not available

| (WAtuA!!Q1 within 48 hours from 19e castseer that the hRC has been
| RIP 0er nottfled. notify the hAC of the safety concern ty telephore.

Tdi or telegram.
C0vtA Pt*O -

astantial Safett Pa arc #er feui:eent. Infor*ation or4rvices EtIntres tog 4 J or ear Sv>tter 52: alter
IKfR2t reportatie). pro &tly provice evaivation report

tut %7A's?!At '.aff ff wA7 apcs ONLF to tRe 01ststen bese sad a;plicatie Project Papager wita
copy to distribwlton listt3 in hote 3. hottfy the bRC

frewtew report. Indicate 1974 of the safety concern eithin 44 hours by te1e;none. ThI-

or telegras with concurrent n3tification to the l9pplier
and aste of receipt and si)eI 40 Ih I''C8#'*'"I '''E*"8 III I I II*,',e,.,'etever m.o .nd for,.ard with ,oo,d of ,e,tineu
cover tego. aetern copy o
signed - to .n.ge,.

_ titensing. telephone taformation or coop of ThI or telegram to tne
$! Ilme of receipt by Dist. Division head and distributton IIsted in hete 3.

ston read inttf ates 48* Sutrtit written resort within 5 days either directly to
ho#' rrP#rtin9 8*riod the hAC. or via a;31tcable Project Manager to customer
reqwired by 10 3 221. for sabetttal to the NAC. with cosy to distributton

listed in Este 3.
2. Sitaf f ftent Oeffeieace (10CfA50.55fel reportable). prepare

cover rore ano rsr.are wit % evaluation report to the -.

distributian listed in Note 3 and Oletston Head.
EVAtuA T10N 3. Othee Fef;*tatie item. prepare cover meno and forward

FUCAT ,,tn evalsation resort to the distritstion Insted in
hote 3. Affise Custtrer or htC as required..

_

4 tion #eportthie Covern prepare mere stating disposition,
attach evalwation report. and forward to distrtDt,tton

A% RfCUlp(S Illted in hCte 3.
5TEP 784 in

' Maintain PSC flie active until follow-up actions are ccr$ eted.1

ppggggy hetify sucplier with copy of
nottf fcation to distributtonq$pgg p listed in 5tep 11.1.

.

.

4 [t AL L.AT!GM
e&Oa1

COVER PPO -

'' IIf 1. for Substanttel Safety Patards, proastly nottry the
pagg custe,*er with ccry of nottfication to tw Divtston

PMER Head and Managers. Owality Assarance. Freject Jnate' ente
ggjgg Licenstag. Cag*ree' tag. Custvwr Service and tre mesores

Cent er. W'ere c:sstrser has rottfted the EC. provide the
Manager. Licensing. =t th written confieretton t*.at the
hKC has teen notified by the cvstwer.

I magggge 2. for all other repartable safety concerns. advise customer
| tygoter by letter of final deterntr.ation with copy to ticensing.
LEfftt TO

~
CUS109[t

f 12u

g=5 ,,ocess and , it.
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ADMINISTRATIVE MANUAL
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

fiUMBER
NPG-1707-01

- ' '

EXHIBIT "A" (cont'd.

NOTES:

1. All correspondence related to safety concerns shall reference file point
205/T4.4 plus the PSC number.

2. A safety concern that is fou'nd to duplicate the subject material of a previ-
ous?y submitted concern shall be returned to the originator with explanation
and copy of the previously submitted safety concern.

3. DISTRIBUTION:

Originator
Records Center
Manager, Quality Assurance
Manager, Licensing
Manager, Field Engineering and Services
Manager, Generic Projects
Manager, Integration
Manager, Engineering
Manager, Plant Design
Manager, Safety Analysis
Affected Project Manager (s)
Other Affected Personnel, as applicable

,

.

4. Evaluation Report shall contain, as a minimum, the following:
~

: a. Description of concern
b. How concern was discovered
c. Analysis of safety considerations
d. Equipment and plants affected
e. Reportability under 100FR50.55(e) and/or 10CFR21
f. Corrective actions, as applicable, taken or to be taken*

i

5. QA Manager's concurrence indicates that the applicable NPGD organizations
have participated in the evaluation and that an assessment has been made
to determine if changes are needed to the QA Program requirements (e.g.,
increased number of QC Suiveillance inspections, increased number of vendor
audits,elC.).

Engineering Manager's concurrence indicates that the evaluation report has
been reviewed for accuracy with respect to:

a. Components, systems, services and plants affected
b. Nature of the defect or failure to comply and evaluation of the safety

concern

c. Corrective action
,

..

|

|
|
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AD9INI STRATI VE MA*iUAL

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES NUMBER
NPG-1707-01 r-
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EXHIBIT "A" (cont',
s..

NOTES: (cont'd.)

6. Follow-up action is defined, for purposes of this procedure, as follows:

a. To bring deficient items into conformity with requirements
b. To identify causes for deficiency
e. . To prevent recurrences of deficiency
d. To make such other investigations or analyses or take such other follow-

up actions as are deemed necessary because of the repeated concern.

7. The follow-up action plan shall include as applicable:

a. Actions to be taken
b. Individuals or organizations responsible
c. Schedule for completion including milestones
d. Decision points and alternate actions
e. Funding source

. ,

/

.

.

I
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h j$904 8*.- THE DABC0CK & s t L C01 CO'JP ANY -'*
ADMINISTRATIVE MANUAL

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES NUMBER

NPG-1707-01 (Rev 8)
ECTioN SUBJECT

QUALITY STANDARDS PROCESSING 0F SAFETY CONCERNS
Y

IY V

1. APPLICABILITY

ALL NPGD PERSONNEL

II. PURPOSE

To provide an orderly and visible process for identifying, evaluating and
initiating the resolution of safety concerns related to or affecting NPGD-
supplied components, systems and services.

To assure compliance with NRC regulations (e.g. ,10CFR21,10CFR50, etc.).

III. EFFECTIVITY

All safety concerns identified after the issue date of this procedure.
Safety concerns identified prior to the issue date of this procedure may be
processed in accordance with this procedure.

IV. REFERENCES

O., NPG-1/03-01 - Preparation and Processing of Internal Deficiency Report /
Restraint Order / Corrective Action Request

.

0
.

V. FORMS PROCESSED (See Forms Section Manual)
,

BWNP-20208 - Preliminary Report of Safety Concerns (PSC)

VI. GENERAL

A. If guidance in interpretation of the following definition or other aspects
of the procedure is needed, consult with Licensing.

B. The general definition of a safety concern as used in this procedure is:

Any item which has been discovered during design, analysis, fabrication,
installation, testing, inspection, training, and operations activities of
a nuclear power plant and which has or may have safety implications.

C. Reporting of safety concerns to the customer or the NRC is not required
if NPGD Licensing has documented evidence that the concern is adequately
known to the affected NPGD customers in the case of potential significant
deficiencies, or is adequately known to the NRC in the case of potential
substantial safety hazards.

D. Recurrence of a previously reported safety concern shall be reported as
a new safety concern.

\.,
. .

-
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ADMINISTRATIVE MANUAL
POLICIES AllD PROCEDURES NUMBER

f1PG-1707-01 [_
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-

VI. GEffERAL (cont'd)

E. Once a PSC is issued..the originator may rescind it by documenting the
basis in a memo to the Manager, Licensing, and attaching supporting docu-
mentation as necessary. The originator's manager shall indicate concur-
rence on the memo. Appropriate action shall be taken by the Manager,
Licensing.

VII. RESP 0f1SIBILITIES FOR REPORTIftG

All flPGD personnel are responsible for originating form BWilP-20208 when they
discover potential safety concerns that are suspected of falling within the
definition given in Section VI.B. above.

VIII. PROCEDURE

Refer to flowchart, Exhibit A, for the procedure to process safety concerns.
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EXHIBIT A
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EXHIBIT A (cont'd') (.
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utilBIT "6" (cont'c)
NOTES:

1. Correspondence related to safety concerns shall reference file point 205/T4.4
plus the PSC number.

2. A safety concern that is found to duplicate the subject material of a previously
submitted concern shall be returned to the originator with explanation and
copy of the previously submitted safety concern.

3. DISTRIBUTION:

Originator
Records Center
Manager, Quality Assurance
Manager, Licensing
Manager, Field Engineering and Services
Manager, Generic Projects

+ Manager, Project Engineering
Manager, Engineering

+ Manager, Plant Engineering
Manager, Safety Analysis
Affected Project Manager (s)
Other Affected Personnel, as. apnlicable

.

,) 4. Content of the evaluation report shall be in accordance with the following:
.

(a) The requirements of paragraph 21.21(b)(3) of 10CFR21 shall be.followed if
concern is reportable under Fart 21; this format may also be followed,
as applicable, for concerns reportable under 10CFR50.55(e).

; (b) For concerns that are not reportable under Part 21 or 50.55(e), the
j report shall contain the same type of information as under (a), as
'

applicable, and shall also include a discussion of the basis for
determining non-reportability to NRC.

"
(c-) For all reports, iriclude how the concern was discovered.

5. QA Manager's concurrence indicates that the applicable NPGD organizations
have participated in the evaluation and that an assessment has been made to
determine if changes are needed to the QA Program requirements (e.g.,
increased number of QC Surveillance inspections, increased number of vendor
audits,etc.).

Engineering Manager's concurrence indicates that the evaluation report nas
been reviewed for accuracy with respect to:

a. Components, systems, services and plants affected.
b. Nature of the. defect or failure to comply and evaluation of the safety

Concern.
c. Corrective action.

-
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EXHIBIT "A" (cont'

NOTES: (cont'd.)

6. Follow-up action is defined, for purposes of this procedure, as follows:

a. To bring deficient items into conformity with requirements
b. To identify causes for deficiency
c. To prevent recurrences of deficiency
d. To make such other investigations or analyses or take such other follow-

up actions as are deemed necessary because of the reported concern.

7. The follow-up action plan shall include as applicable:

a. Actions to be taken
b. Individuals or organizations responsible
c. Schedule for completion including milestones
d. Decision points and alternate actions
e. Funding source

+ f. Specific description of actions or documentation that define closure
of follow-up action. -

V g. The corrective actions recommended by the pSC evaluation report.

.
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Assignment of PSC Priority and Evaluation Times

I. Applicabili ty

This directive applies to the Engineering, Customer Service, Project
Management and Quality Assurance Departments.'

II. Purpose

To provide guidance regarding (1) priority of PSC work, (2) evaluation time
limits, (3) reports to management, and (4) customer notification requirements
for PSC evaluation reports.

III. Effec tivity

This instruction shall apply to all PSC's originated subsequent to the issue
date of this directive. Additionally, follow-up to ensure customer action
as de' ibed in V-4 shall be effective for all PSC's being evaluated at the
time this directive takes effect.

I V. Instructions ,

A. Priori ties

All PSC's will be assigned a priority by Licensing following the front
end meeting; the priority will be indicated in the front end meeting
minutes and will be reflected in the evaluation schedule agreed upon.
Many factors can affect prioritics for PSC work, but, as a general guide,
PSC's affecting operating plants should be given the highest priority

{'e of any work within 'iPGD.* Where conflicts develop between PSC's, the-

following orcer of precedence will govern:

'* In the event a Priority 1 SPR generates a Priority 1 PSC (or vice versa).
the responsible manager shall assign the necessary resources to complete
both activities within the prescribed schedule. .

: e .
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.! bi Priority 1 - Operating Plant - High Probability Event
''

Priority 2 - Operating Plant - Low Probability Event.

| Priority 3 - Plants Under Construction
'i

,; B.. Evaluation Time Limits
:

An evaluation completion date will be established in the front end
meetid4s 'cohsist'ent with safety significance. These dates will be

-

,

shown on the status reports. A performance measurement target has,

; been established to complete 90'.' of the evaluation reports within
the established dates. Performance will be reported against this

'

target for PSC's filed after the effective date of this directive.>

C. Reports to Manacement

) The Licensing Section will maintain status records on all PSC's and
will provide a monthly status report to the above Department Managers.

:

4 V. _ Customer Notification

The following actions will be taken to appropriately inform and involve our
customers in the PSC process.-

O
1. Project Management * will transmit preliminary PSC evaluation reports

of PSC's affecting their plants where it is indicated that the PSC is
j likely to be reportable.

_'

2. As appropriate, Project Management * will transmit for information final
evaluation reports for PSC's affecting their plants, including those that
are detemined to be not reportable under federal regulations.'

4

3. Licensing will recommend to Project Management * other communicatiens with
customers regardi,ng selected PSC's prior to completing the preliminary.
evaluation. This will involve cases where it is clear the issue is

t ' potentially quite significant in terms of evaluation effort, safety im-
plications, or possible significant hardware changes.

4

4. For PSC's where (a) operating plants are affected, ~(b) a very significant
safety issue is involved, and (c) customer action is required, a date,

will be established, ~as agreed to between Licensing, Project / Service
| Managers, and cognizant technical personnel', for receipt of.a customer

commitment to take the required action. . If such cormtitment is not re -
ceived, the matter will be escalated to NPGD management for follow-up.'

,

5. Notifications to customers of significant safety issues on operating.
; _ plants shall be addressed .to the utility upper management. -

O ~

.
. .

.

*
; Service Manager for Operating Plants

.
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